
NOTES OF DYNAMO MEETING HELD 2 DECEMBER 2013 

  

Present:    Patricia Clarke, Dick Follows, Dave Horton, Jennifer Lauruol, John Leach, 

Jeremy Pye 

  

1.    VISION 

  

The aim of pulling together a vision for local cycling is to get others on board and to 

promote it.  We need a pragmatic strategy of how we might get there.  We should 

acknowledge that cyclists will require more than one type of route.  The vision can 

encompass a variety of approaches, not just focusing on pieces of infrastructure: 

education, art projects.  Work out a vision of direct and feeder routes linking places 

where people live, work and shop.  Get the vision into the local transport plan and take 

the vision to the public.   

  

There was a discussion about whether to focus on infrastructure rather than a more 

abstract vision.  There was a proposal to ask bike shops to include a Dynamo pack with 

all new bikes – to include a local map, information, Dynamo leaflet and one year’s free 

membership (which they can activate by contacting Dynamo).   

  

Our desires for the A6 could be presented as part of a broader vision.   

  

There is the perennial question of how we publicise our vision and plans?  Should we use 

a marketing/communication professional? 

  

Look at other cycle campaigns (e.g. Newcastle). 

  

Present a pack to go into schools?  Put together a lesson plan for teachers, with ideas of 

how to fit it into existing themes.   

  

The vision should include:  the kind of district we want (where most people move around 

by bike more often in place of the car), infrastructure.  Then a strategy, including to 

increase membership.   

  

Paul stressed the importance of holding public meetings to get the message out.  Should 

we return to our idea of every other meeting being a public meeting?   

  

Action:    to hold a meeting in January to work out the wording for a vision, strategy 

and plans.  To make it a more professional meeting with a facilitator.  Some discussion 

about the advantages of a facilitator who could ask critical questions and  re-present our 

work to us as a coherent whole.  A budget of £100 was agreed for this.  Jenni to 

research with a marketing professional.  Otherwise someone from Seeds for Change.   

  

John to use Doodlepoll to circulate possible dates. 

  

Patricia to enquire about a room thereafter.   

  

2.    A6 UPDATE     

  

Dick updated the meeting: County Councillor Gina Dowding has been working on a 

solution for the A6 with County officers, which is to support the Greaves Park route and 

aim for lanes along the A6.  It was agreed that this is the only pragmatic way forward.  

The quality of the route is not negotiable – it needs to be clarified that there should be 

no compromise on continuousness and width.  The shared use path option (on the 

pavement) is not acceptable if cyclists have to give way at all junctions.   

  



Dick will investigate to find out if County Councillor John Fillis (chair of the county’s 

transport committee) would be supportive.  We also need to recruit people to lobby for it 

(whether living or working on the A6).  Dave stressed that not even all of our members 

are aware of the kind of vision that we have for cycling.  This needs to wait on updating 

the blog. 

  

Action:    Dick to reply to Gina Dowding and contact Councillor Fillis 

  

3.    BLOG 

  

Patricia will email Rob to ask if he can continue with or show Patricia how to update the 

blog.   

  

Action:    Patricia 

  

4.    HEYSHAM ROUTE 

  

Paul has been searching for supporters (e.g. Salt Ayre, Cogset) but without success.  

Patricia will chase Heysham power station.  Paul proposed something like leafleting 

everyone on bikes at Salt Ayre or beside the bypass to seek their support.  Jenni 

reminded the meeting that there are websites where you can start your own petition.  

Paul will follow up with Gina Dowding about the matter of bypassing the farm on the 

route.  Paul stressed  the significance of getting the Heysham route working at the same 

time as the road bypass.  Get a press release out, with photos.   

  

Action:    Paul, Patricia 

  

5.    HEYSHAM MOSSGATE  

  

Discussed at November Council's Planning meeting.  The plan went ahead without 

change, although Dynamo's comments had been noted.   

  

6.    HEYSHAM HIGH SCHOOL – CLOSURE OF CYCLE ROUTE 

  

John had spoken to the chair of governors.   

  

7.    NORTH ROAD/LOWER CHURCH STREET – LACK OF CYCLE CONTRA FLOW 

  

This was raised at the latest Lancaster Cycle Forum, where Alasdair Simpson promised 

to look at it again.   

  

Action:    John to chase Alasdair 

  

8.    SPRING GARDEN STREET – CYCLE CONTRA-FLOW 

  

The current proposals are narrow and hazardous and, as they stand, offer little benefit to 

cyclists.  We should reply that the plans are not well thought through and do not provide 

a genuine cycling link.   

  

Action:    Dick 

  

9.    DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING (TO HAMMER OUT VISION) 

  

John will use Doodle poll to come up with a date for the vision.  Patricia to then find a 

room. 

  

 


